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1 When Mazzarella (2009, p. 293) suggests that this “calls into question the categorical coherence of 
modes of social inquiry [such as] Foucaultian poststructuralism” he does not allow for the inclusion of 
Foucault’s notion of ethics as the exercise of freedom as developed in his later works (see Faubion, 




Figure 1: A simple map of Turi 
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2 Akin to the Duke of Eduburgh Award, the President’s Award in Kenya is awarded to youth who have 
undertaken expeditions, voluntary work, pursuits or attainment of skills, and fitness. The expeditions 
I participated on made it possible for students at St. Andrew’s to attain these awards. I return to the 
voluntary work in Chapter 4.  
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recorder.!While!I!have,!to!the!best!of!my!knowledge,!not!recorded!any!information!that!can!be!sensitive,!I!have!nevertheless!been!concerned!to!keep!interviews!and!private!conversations!strictly!private.!!I!have!drawn!largely!on!fieldnotes!that!are!based!on!participant!observation!while!writing!Chapter!2!and!Chapter!3.!In!Chapter!4,!I!supplement!the!data!derived!from!participant!observation!with!data!from!interviews.!Having!participated!on!a!few!trips!to!the!Bible!Club,!I!devised!a!set!of!questions!to!get!the!students!talking!about!their!experiences!while!volunteering!and,!specifically,!their!relationships!(broadly!understood)!to!the!children!at!the!project.!These!served!as!the!basis!for!semidstructured!interviews.!I!arranged!to!interview!all!the!students!who!attended!a!trip!one!Saturday!when!unusually!many!attended,!asking!them!to!sign!up!for!a!time!slot!alone,!in!pairs!or!threes!later!that!day!or!the!next!day.!I!interviewed!all!of!them.!In!addition,!I!used!many!of!the!same!questions!in!unstructured!interviews!with!students!who!attended!other!trips.!!While!working!with!Chapter!1,!I!have!also!drawn!on!other!resources!than!fieldnotes!from!participant!observation.!The!data!for!the!historical!ethnography!were!obtained!through!spending!much!of!the!three!school!holidays!during!my!fieldwork!in!the!Kenyan!National!Archives!in!Nairobi,!reading!through!most!of!the!material!in!the!St.!Andrew’s!School!Archives!in!Turi!and!attempting!to!access!the!Archives!of!the!Department!of!Education!in!Nakuru!and!Molo.!While!much!of!what!I!found!was!of!little!interest,!I!took!notes!and!made!photocopies!of!many!documents!that!I!later!organized!chronologically!to!understand!the!passage!of!time!in!Turi.!I!refer!to!these!documents!in!footnotes!throughout!Chapter!1.!














Frontier Lands and Colonial Stabilization On!the!western!escarpment!of!the!Rift!Valley!lies!the!Mau!forest!complex,!which!once!encompassed!the!area!now!known!as!Turi!with!dense!forest.!The!earliest!sources!available!to!me!–!descriptions!by!British!explorers!and!photos!from!the!construction!of!the!railroad!between!Mombasa!and!Lake!Victoria,3!which!cut!through!the!area!–!suggest!that!Turi!and!Molo!were!glades!already!then:!open!grass!fields!on!the!gently!rolling!hills!that!were!surrounded!by!patches!of!forest.!With!ample!rains,!a!swamp!and!several!streams!passing!through,!Turi!is!fertile!because!of!good!soils!and!a!steady!supply!of!water,!but!the!area!was!not!farmed!to!any!significant!extent!before!the!colonial!era.!This!led!the!European!explorers!on!the!colonial!frontier!to!describe!the!areas!on!the!Mau!plateau!as!“uninhabited,!and!of!great!extent”!and!they!declared!it!to!be!“the!site!upon!which!to!attempt!the!experiment!of!European!settlements”!(Lugard,!1893,!p.!419).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 See, for example, Frederick Lugard (1893, pp. 419-420). The photos can be seen in the Resource 
Center at the Nairobi Railway Museum. 
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Simultaneously,!they!also!make!references!to!the!Okiek,!a!people!that!were!sustained!on!hunting,!gathering!and!beekeeping!in!the!forest!and!who!also!traded!and!married!with!the!Masaai!and!the!Nandi4!outside!the!forests!(Huntingford,!1929).!The!Okiek!did!not!practice!agriculture.!However,!based!on!these!interconnections!between!bands!of!the!Okiek!and!different!Masaai!and!Nandi!groups,!Michael!Kenny!(1981;!see!Gow,!1996!for!a!similar!example)!suggests!that!they!are!rather!marginals!or!outcasts!of!these!groups!than!a!separate!tribe!or!ethnic!group!on!their!own.!More!recent!research!supports!this!and!scholars!have!emphasized!the!fluidity!of!ethnic!identities!in!precolonial!Kenya!(Distefano,!1990;!Cronk,!2002).!!Colonial!influence!came!to!Turi!with!the!Uganda!Railroad.!The!first!European!houses!in!Turi!were!built!shortly!after!it!was!opened!in!1901!and!The!Crown!Lands!Ordinance!of!1902!made!land!in!the!East!African!Protectorate!available!to!European!capital!and!settlers.!Concessions!were!granted!for!logging!in!the!forests,!and!in!Turi,!Dr.!Atkinson!and!Mr.!E.!C.!Atkinson!started!The!Equator!Sawmills!in!1904.!By!1906,!the!company!had!a!concession!of!20!000!acres!that!ran!along!the!railway,!“an!engine!of!100!i.h.p.,!a!big!breakingddown!saw!5!feet!6!inches,!a!vertical!frame!saw!2!inches,!two!smaller!circular!saws,!and!planing!machinery!capable!of!turning!out!from!2,000!to!3,000!feet!per!day.!Six!Europeans!are!employed!on!the!staff”!(Somerset!Playne!and!Holderness!Gale,!1908d9,!p.!332).!The!main!mills!were!constructed!by!the!company’s!railroad!siding!near!where!Turi!station!and!St.!Andrew’s!School!would!later!be!built.5!Oxen!were!used!to!move!logs!from!the!forest!to!the!mills,!and!produce!was!then!transported!to!the!“local”!market!by!railroad.!A!few!wooden!houses!were!constructed!near!the!mills,!and!at!least!some!of!the!company’s!European!staff!resided!here.!Ewart!Grogan!stayed!with!his!wife!and!children!in!a!wooden!house!overlooking!Turi!swamps,!a!short!walk!from!the!sawmills!(Paice,!2001),!but!other!than!the!employees!at!the!sawmills!and!the!Grogans,!European!settlement!in!Turi!remained!scarce!until!the!1920s.!!!I!have!little!data!on!how!the!Okiek!in!Turi!fared!in!the!colonial!era.!However,!David!Anderson’s!(1987)!account!of!the!conflicts!between!indigenous!users,!European!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 The Nandi-speaking peoples of Kenya adapted “Kalenjin” as an ethnic label during the colonial era.  
5  A map that is attached to letters dated 1932-3 in Kenya National Archive file AG/22/302 
(Subdivisions Turi farm 531/7), shows two sidings in Turi, and I have not been able to confirm which 





6 It is worth noting that also high altitude was thought to be harmful, even if not to the same extent. 
Regular trips to sea-level were recommended for Europeans who stayed in the Highlands (Kennedy, 
1987, pp. 119-120) 
7 Cyril Sofer and Rhona Ross (1951) and L. Proudfoot and H.S. Wilson (1961) emphasize the 
importance of clubs to European colonial communities. 
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as!They&Made&it&Their&Home!(East!African!Women's!League,!1962).!In!the!next!section,!I!address!important!traits!of!colonial!raisings!that!worked!on!the!production!of!such!affects.!!Writing!of!the!colonial!frontier,!I!need!also!mention!that!European!settlement!of!the!highlands!was!accompanied!by!another!colonial!migration:!young!Kikuyus!in!search!of!land!and!employment!migrated!from!areas!near!Nairobi,!southeast!of!the!Rift!Valley,!and!into!the!European!areas!of!the!Rift!Valley.!Many!Kikuyus!prospered!here!during!the!first!decades!of!colonial!settlement.!The!European!properties!were!large!and!much!of!the!land!remained!unused!during!the!first!decades!of!settlement.!The!Kikuyus!variously!stayed!as!tenant!farmers!and!seasonal!labourers,!broke!new!lands!and!kept!animals!on!the!fringes!of!European!properties!(Kanogo,!1987,!pp.!15d25).!By!the!1920s,!however,!more!extensive!exploitation!of!land!for!European!agriculture!led!to!conflicts!between!European!landowners!and!Kikuyu!squatters!(Overton,!1988;!Kanogo,!1987,!pp.!35d67).!By!this!time!Kikuyu!families!were!also!tied!to!land!in!the!area!that!they,!their!parents!or!their!grandparents!had!broken,!and!where!they!had!initiated!the!young!and!buried!the!dead!(Lonsdale,!1990,!p.!403,!see!n.!48).!Different!from!the!“customary!rights”!of!the!Okiek!and!the!leases!or!concessions!that!European!businessmen!and!settlers!had,!this!was!a!third!claim!to!land!in!Turi!to!be!consolidated!in!the!early!colonial!era.!
Colonial Privilege and Managed Affects One!of!the!European!couples!who!moved!to!Turi!in!the!early!1920’s!was!Will!and!Edith!Levet!who!stayed!in!a!wooden!farmhouse!at!The!Equator!Sawmills.!While!they!moved!to!Turi!without!children,!they!had!their!first!son!a!few!years!later.!Concerned!to!have!a!nearby!school!for!their!son!and!his!younger!siblings,!they!explored!the!possibilities!of!starting!one!as!he!was!approaching!schooling!age!in!1930.!They!owned!a!wooden!building!about!two!hundred!meters!from!their!house,!across!a!railway!siding!that!was!no!longer!in!use,8!that!could!serve!as!a!locale.!Eventually!they!also!succeeded!in!contracting!the!newlywed!Peter!and!Jean!Lavers!to!teach.!Both!Peter!and!Jean!had!backgrounds!in!education!and!they!had!wanted!to!start!a!school!together!for!some!time.!Peter!had!been!French!and!Games!Master!at!a!boys’!boarding!school!in!England,!but!had!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8 This siding can be seen on the map attached with letters dated 1932-3 in Kenya National Archive file 
AG/22/302 (Subdivisions Turi farm 531/7). Remains were visible in at least one of the gardens in the 
school compound during my fieldwork. 
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managed!plantations!in!Kenya!and!Tanganyika!for!some!years!since!he!arrived!in!East!Africa.!Jean,!on!the!other!hand,!had!taught!at!Limuru!Girls’!School!about!thirty!kilometres!northwest!of!Nairobi,!from!which!she!resigned!to!move!to!Turi.9!!St.!Andrew’s!School!was!opened!on!the!19th!January!1931!with!construction!works!still!in!progress.!An!inspector!from!the!government!visited!the!school!on!the!10th!February10!and!described!the!school!facilities!favourably.!“The!school!site!is!an!excellent!one!at!an!altitude!of!over!8,000!feet!and!seems!to!be!very!healthy.”!In!addition,!there!were!electric!lights!and!taps!with!both!hot!and!cold!water!from!a!borehole.!The!inspector!counted!fifteen!boarders!and!three!day!scholars,!as!well!as!eleven!applicants!who!could!not!yet!be!accommodated.!There!were!few!boys,!five!in!total!between!four!and!seven!years!old,!while!the!thirteen!girls!were!fairly!evenly!distributed!between!five!and!sixteen!years.!!Reports!from!an!ensuing!inspection!in!1931!and!a!third!one!in!193411!refer!to!good!food!prepared!from!vegetables!grown!in!school!gardens!and!dairy!products!procured!from!nearby!farmers.!The!water!from!the!borehole!tested!favourably!and!needed!neither!filtering!nor!boiling.!The!reports!refer!to!the!continuous!expansion!of!the!school!with!new!buildings!constructed!from!wood:!it!was!affordable!and!quick,!but!“the!combustible!nature!of!the!building!materials”!concerned!the!inspectors.!Peter!Lavers!assured!them!that!“fireddrills!are!practiced!constantly.”!By!the!inspection!in!1934,!the!school!served!forty!pupils!with!six!teachers,!a!matron!and!her!two!assistants.!These!were!all!Europeans,!and!there!is!no!mention!of!the!African!staff,!to!whom!I!turn!in!the!next!section.!Amongst!the!students,!boys!and!girls!were!in!equal!numbers.!Forty!students!was!about!the!average!size!of!a!private!European!school!in!Kenya!at!the!time:!of!1!794!European!children!who!attended!schools!in!Kenya!in!1935,!673!were!in!sixteen!private!schools.!The!others!were!in!government!schools.12!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Kenya National Archives file PC/RVP/2/9/18 (Molo House School) contains brief introductions of 
Peter and Jean Lavers, and a history of St. Andrew’s that was compiled by Anthony Creery-Hill in 
1981 is available in the St. Andrew’s School Archives and provides further details on the Lavers. 
10 Kenya National Archives file PC/RVP/2/9/18 (Molo House School). 
11 Kenya National Archives file PC /RVP.6A/12/6 (General information on St. Andrew’s School at 
Turi). 
12 These numbers are from a letter dated 27th March 1936 that was sent from the Education 
Department in Nairobi. It is accessible at the Kenya National Archives, file PC/RVP.6A/12/13 




13 Kenya National Archives file PC/RVP.6A/12/13 (Education General, European). 
14 St. Andrew’s School Archives. St. Andrew’s School Magazine, 1939, 1940 and 1941. The list may not 




15 I compiled a complete list of the names from ‘News from former students’ in the school magazines 
from 1939, 1940 and 1941 and cross-referenced the names with the genealogy compiled by Tim 
Hutchinson (1996) and the 'Register of Voters' 1938) to establish fathers’ line of work. I successfully 
traced the line of work of eight fathers, some of whom had several children in the school. 
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mixeddrace!Europeans!as!well!as!native!servants.16!At!St.!Andrew’s,!students!were!not!allowed!to!talk!to!the!African!staff!who,!as!I!show!in!the!next!section,!were!rendered!out!of!sight!from!the!school!to!the!extent!possible.17!!At!the!same!time,!rules!and!mandatory!practices!worked!to!instil!the!bodily!dispositions!of!European!privilege!in!the!students:!they!were!encouraged!to!walk!with!their!shoulders!straight!and!never!with!their!hands!in!their!pockets!lest!they!had!to!lie!on!a!wooden!bench!during!rest!time.!Their!uniforms!were!inspected!before!breakfast!every!day!–!including!Sundays!–!and!students!were!to!shine!their!shoes!after!lunch.!There!was!daily!morning!exercise!in!front!of!the!school,!and!boys!and!girls!were!separated!and!practiced!different!sports!in!the!afternoon.!Their!weights!were!monitored!and!meals!were!adjusted!for!children!who!were!deemed!overd!or!underweight.!!When!understood!in!light!of!the!broader!context!of!the!boarding!school,!these!rules!and!practices!emerge!as!part!of!a!more!fundamental!effort!at!shaping!the!students!as!subjects!than!the!notion!of!habitus&as!bodily!dispositions!suggests!(Mauss,!1973![1935];!Bourdieu,!1977;!see!Faubion,!2001a,!p.!101).!The!process!of!subject!formation!within!boarding!schools!starts!with!the!separation!of!children!from!parents!at!young!age,!a!painful!experience!(Robertson,!1951)!that!was!thought!necessary!to!shaping!young!children!into!future!leaders.!GathornedHardy!(1977,!pp.!436d437)!suggests!that!repeated!and!prolonged!separation!from!parents!primarily!worked!to!redirect!children’s!loyalty!from!the!family!towards!other!social!entities.18!While!European!schools!in!the!colonies!allowed!children!to!stay!nearer!their!parents!longer,!the!separation!of!children!from!parents!remained!a!prominent!feature!of!boarding!school!educations.!At!St.!Andrew’s,!Jean!Lavers!advised!parents!to!drop!children!off!at!lunchdtime!to!make!gooddbye!easier!by!diverting!the!children’s!attention!from!it.19!When!separated!from!their!parents,!the!students!were!exposed!to!ideas!of!“sacrifice,”!“giving”!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 Stoler (2002, p. 267 n.259) remarks that Stallybrass and White (1986) describe similar fears from 
bourgeois upbringings in the European metropoles, and that these fears were not specifically colonial. 
17  This and the details in the following paragraph are from memories submitted to the St. Andrew’s 
School Archive by former students. Because these memories are identified by the personal names of 
the students, I do not make references to individual memories here. 
18 Kennedy (1996) and Stoler (2002) both mention stories that circulated in the colonies about 
children who had been schooling in Europe and who no longer recognized their parents when they 
met again. 
19 St. Andrew’s School Archives. ‘Circular to All Parents’. Note by Jean Lavers. No date. 
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and!“service!to!others”!–!echoes!of!the!public!schools!ideals!of!“responsibility”!and!“service”!(GathornedHardy,!1977;!Wakeford,!1969)!–!that!all!imply!an!orientation!towards!external!others.!Amongst!other!pieces!evidence!of!this!history!to!be!found!at!the!St.!Andrew’s!School!Archives!is!the!entry!“Our!war!afforts”![sic]!in!the!school!magazine!from!1940:!The!Christmas!Concert!was!our!first!effort!to!raise!funds!for!the!war!and!from!the!proceeds!we!gave!half!to!the!Red!Cross!and!half!to!the!Nakuru!War!Memorial!Hospital,!each!cause!receiving!the!sum!on!256/50!On!Sports!Day!it!was!unanimously!decided!that!we!would!do!without!prizes!and!so!we!handed!over!175/d!to!the!Kenya!Welfare!Fund.!During!the!holidays!many!children!set!to!work!to!earn!small!sums!of!money!and!were!most!original!in!their!work!…!Even!in!Turi!we!know!that!willing!sacrifice!is!demanded!of!us!and!we!are!training!ourselves!to!give!ourselves!in!small!ways.20!
Race, Gaze and Colonial Exclusion In!1944,!the!main!building!at!St.!Andrew’s!burned!to!the!ground!in!an!accidental!fire!without!human!casualties.!Teaching!was!resumed!soon!after!in!temporary!locations!on!farms!in!the!vicinity,!while!Italian!prisoners!of!war!were!hired!to!construct!a!new!stone!building.!Sir!Philip!Mitchell,!the!Governor!of!Kenya,!opened!the!new!school!in!1948.21!A!few!years!later,!in!1951,!the!Lavers!bought!and!incorporated!a!large!tract!of!neighbouring!land!into!the!school!estate.!Lying!east!of!the!school,!the!land!included!a!part!of!Geoff!and!Mary!Underwood’s!Juniper!Farm!with!the!building!that!Will!and!Edith!Levet!had!stayed!in!three!decades!earlier.!Another!building!had!housed!a!girls’!secondary!school,!St.!George’s!School,!during!the!Second!World!War.!Unaffiliated!with!St.!Andrew’s,!St.!George’s!was!closed!when!civilian!passages!to!Europe!became!available!again!after!the!war.!When!these!buildings!became!part!of!the!St.!Andrew’s!estate,!they!were!taken!in!use!as!teacher!accommodation.!They!were!larger!and!more!apt!for!married!couples!than!those!that!were!already!in!use.!Some!of!the!land!was!worked!up!as!sports!fields!and!some!was!planted!with!gum!trees!for!kuni!(firewood)!and!with!pyrethrum!for!commercial!sale.!Part!of!the!land!was!also!allocated!for!African!shambas!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 St. Andrew’s School Archives. St. Andrew’s School Magazine, 1940, p. 6-7. The newspaper article 'A 
British School in Mau Mau Land' 1954) notes that “They keynote of life at St. Andrew’s is happiness 
and service to others.” 
21 St. Andrew’s School archives. Anthony Creery-Hill (1981) St. Andrew’s, Turi 1931-81 p. 15
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(vegetable!gardens),!and!Peter!Lavers!remarks!that!this!was!“a!most!satisfactory!and!happy!move!towards!a!permanently!resident!staff.”22!!As!mentioned!earlier!in!this!chapter,!African!workers!had!stayed!as!squatters!in!the!outskirts!of!settlers’!lands!and!in!nearby!forests!during!the!first!decades!of!European!settlement!in!the!Highlands.!They!had!been!able!to!keep!shambas!and!livestock!on!land!they!did!not!own!due!to!slack!regulation,!and!some!had!accumulated!significant!wealth.!The!houses!that!St.!Andrew’s!allocated!to!African!workers!in!the!1930s!and!1940s,!on!the!slope!between!the!railway!tracks!and!the!swamps,!came!with!little!prospect!of!farming!as!the!nearby!fields!had!been!planted!with!gum!trees!and!pyrethrum.!Kanogo!(1987,!p.!83)!suggests!that!the!establishment!of!pyrethrum!fields!in!the!late!1920s!and!early!1930s!had!been!a!source!of!conflicts!between!European!land!owners!and!African!squatters!in!Turi.!It!had!coincided!with!forced!reductions!in!African!livestock!and!African!children!had!been!taken!from!schools!to!pick!pyrethrum.!By!this!time,!schooling!for!their!children!was!of!immense!importance!to!squatters,!if!often!not!provided!for!(Kanogo,!1987,!pp.!78d91).!!I!have!no!records!of!such!conflicts!at!St.!Andrew’s,!however.!These!may!not!have!been!recorded,!the!records!may!have!been!lost!(as!many!have),!or!there!may!have!been!no!significant!conflict!at!St.!Andrew’s.!Two!things!indicate!the!latter.!Firstly,!unregulated!African!farming!was!already!largely!abolished!by!the!time!that!St.!Andrew’s!employed!a!workforce!in!the!early!1930s.!Frederick!Cooper!(1988,!p.!318)!suggests!that!by!this!time,!“a!rationalized!labour!system”!and!“an!official!ideology!oriented!toward!systematic!social!development!consigned!the!squatters!to!categorical!oblivion.”!Workers!at!St.!Andrew’s!were!allocated!houses!and,!after!1951,!land!for!shambas.!They!had!not!broken!the!land!and!there!is!nothing!to!indicate!that!they!thought!of!their!houses!in!Turi!as!home!in!the!same!way!that!some!squatters!did.!!Secondly,!my!data!suggests!that!St.!Andrew’s!did!facilitate!education!both!for!their!African!workers!and!their!children.!A!note!from!1937!mentions!a!night!school!for!African!workers!that!was!run!at!St.!Andrew’s!and!taught!by!an!untrained!teacher!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 St. Andrew’s School Archives. ‘History of St. Andrew’s Need for More Land – and its Acquisition’. 




23 Kenya National Archives PC/RVP.6A/12/11 item 11. ‘Report on a visit by Rev. R.G.M. Calderwood to 
schools above Nakuru which maintain a connection of some kind with the Church of Scotland 
Mission’. November 1937. Signed R.G.M. Calderwood. This is probably a different school from the one 
mentioned by Githieya (1997, p. 134), which was run by the African Inland Mission. 
24 St. Andrew’s School Archives. CORAT (1975) A Survey of the Organization and Administration of 
St. Andrew’s School, Turi. p. 33 
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Turi,!as!elsewhere!in!the!Highlands,!had!been!divided!into!properties!that!were!owned!by!Europeans.!By!moving!the!African!houses!and!school!away!from!the!European!houses!and!the!school!buildings!at!St.!Andrew’s,!they!were!excluded!them!from!view!and,!by!extension,!consciousness!(see!Epperson,!1990!for!a!similar!argument).!It!created!a!view!of!a!European!landscape.!To!the!extent!that!Europeans!regarded!their!African!workers!as!“living!in!a!separate,!mysterious!world!of!their!own”,!as!Duder!and!Youé!(1994,!p.!265)!wrote!of!Nanyuki!settlers!three!decades!earlier,!I!therefore!suggest!that!this!was!by!design.!
Emergency and Fortification As!a!mode!of!exclusion,!subtle!and!smalldscale!spatial!segregation!was!out!of!date!before!it!was!consolidated!at!St.!Andrew’s.!By!the!early!1950s,!mounting!violence!at!the!beginning!of!the!Mau!Mau!rebellion!triggered!new,!physical!modes!of!racial!exclusion.!A!state!of!emergency!was!declared!in!October!1952,!extending!the!colonial!state’s!scope!for!using!extrajural!responses!(Elkins,!2000).!Africans!of!certain!ethnicities!–!Kikuyu,!Embu!and!Meru!–!were!moved!to!detention!camps!and!resettled!to!the!reserves!in!large!numbers!(Anderson,!2005;!Elkins,!2005).!A!newspaper!article!about!St.!Andrew’s!mentions!that!all!Kikuyu!workers!were!“sent!away!at!the!beginning!of!1953”!('A!British!School!in!Mau!Mau!Land',!1954).!In!April!1953,!Jean!Lavers!wrote!to!parents!that:!“It!will!take!time!to!work!up!any!team!spirit!amongst!the!new!Africans!or!to!get!them!to!take!any!pride!in!their!work.!Years!of!training!and!achieved!a!great!deal!with!the!old!staff,!and!now!we!must!begin!all!over!again.”25!!In!addition,!physical!barriers!were!erected!to!turn!the!school!compound!in!an!effective!fort:!wire!netting!was!mounted!on!all!windows!on!the!ground!floor!of!the!school!building!and!a!barbed!wire!fence!was!erected!around!the!main!grounds.!Flooddlighting!was!installed,!askaris!(guards)!and!teachers!carrying!revolvers!patrolled!day!and!night,!secret!communication!systems!and!sirens!were!maintained,!and!European!staff!were!trained!to!launch!distress!rockets.26!Echoing!the!focus!on!violence!against!women!and!children!in!British!propaganda!(Clough,!1998,!pp.!155d156),!the!British!illustrated!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 St. Andrew’s School archives. ’Circular to All Parents’. Note dated April 1953, signed by Jean Lavers. 
26 St. Andrew’s School archives. ’Circular to All Parents’. Note dated April 1953, signed by Jean Lavers. 




“Those Good Times” Before!the!better!part!of!Juniper!Farm!was!amended!to!the!St.!Andrew’s!estate!in!1951,!a!20!½!acre!plot!had!excised!for!building!Turi!Club.!This!plot!lay!between!the!railway!station!and!the!land!acquired!by!St.!Andrew’s,!neighbouring!both.!A!wooden!building!was!moved!from!the!land!that!was!purchased!by!St.!Andrew’s!to!become!the!main!clubhouse!with!a!kitchen!and!a!bar.!An!ornamental!garden!was!worked!up!and!a!squash!hall!was!built!at!some!stage,!but!most!of!the!land!remained!unused.!As!in!other!colonial!communities,!the!Club!became!a!symbol!of!European!unity!and!dominance!in!Turi,!especially!to!the!Africans!who!were!excluded!from!membership!(Proudfoot!and!Wilson,!1961).!A!longdtime!resident!in!the!area!and!former!Mau!Mau!fighter!that!I!interviewed!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27 Kenya National Archives file CS/8/22/30 (European Associations: Molo, Mau Summit and Turi 
Settler’s Association) contains a letter dated 8th June, 1961, addressed to the Governor of Kenya. 
While this does not directly refer to violence, it does raise questions regarding the security of 
European property and investments in Kenya. 




29 St. Andrew’s School archives. ‘Dick Drown’s memoirs’. Undated note by Dick Drown. 
30 In the note ‘History of St. Andrew’s Need for More Land – and its Acquisition’ (Undated note signed 
S. Le Mesurier Lavers. St. Andrew’s School Archives), the excision of land for the Club is described as 
“a most annoying and unnecessary cut.” This is one of a few instances in which the Lavers’ explicitly 
express dissatisfaction with the Club. In St. Andrew’s, Turi 1931-81 (St. Andrew’s School Archives. 





31 My first record of a store in Turi is a complaint that was registered in 1943 in the Turi Station 
Logbook. This record is of The Molo Store, but later records refer to Turi Provision Store, which 
continued business into the mid-1960s. Both names are linked to the Patel family 
32 St. Andrew’s School Archives. ‘Dick Drown’s memoirs’. Undated note by Dick Drown. See also 
CORAT (1975) A Survey of the Organization and Administration of St. Andrew’s School, Turi at St. 
Andrew’s School archives. 
33 St. Andrew’s school Archives. ‘Dick Drown’s memoirs’. Undated note by Dick Drown. See Jerry B. 
Olson (1972, pp. 51-52) on demographic changes in former European secondary schools in Nairobi 
between 1961 and 1968.  
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colonial!generation!of!European!settlers,!the!first!“white!Kenyans”!(Uusihakala,!1999).!Former!parents!that!I!talked!to!during!my!fieldwork!said!that!the!white,!British!demographic!profile!of!the!student!body!had!been!important!when!they!decided!to!send!their!children!to!St.!Andrew’s!because!it!allowed!them!to!obtain!competence!in!“European!culture.”!While!I!mainly!talked!to!former!white!parents,!this!was!also!true!of!the!few!former!black!parents!that!I!talked!to:!European!education,!as!it!was!understood!by!both!European!and!African!parents,!was!as!much!about!obtaining!“culture”!as!about!formal!learning.!!
Table 1: Students’ race and their fathers’ line of work, 198134 ! European( Asian( African(! #! %! #! %! #! %!Business! 27! 20,1! 8! 72,7! 24! 32,4!Professional! 18! 13,4! d! d! 14! 18,9!Farmer! 29! 21,6! 2! 18,2! 6! 8,1!Academic! 2! 1,5! 1! 9,1! 5! 6,8!Civil!servant! d! d! d! d! 12! 16,2!Mission/aid! 49! 36,6! d! d! 9! 12,2!Engineer! 4! 3,0! d! d! 2! 2,7!Teacher! 4! 3,0! d! d! d! d!Blank! 1! 0,7! d! d! 2! 2,7!!By!the!early!1980s,!however,!the!European!settler!population!had!declined!dramatically.!The!number!of!Europeandowned!farms!in!Turi!and!Molo!had!been!reduced!from!a!peak!of!250!to!three!in!1981.35!The!school!magazine!from!that!same!year!contains!a!complete!list!of!students!with!their!parents’!line!of!work!(Table!1).!This!indicates!that!by!this!time,!St.!Andrew’s!was!simultaneously!serving!the!growing!African!urban!middle!class,!European!expatriates!in!various!missionaryd!and!aid!interventions,!as!well!as!the!shrinking!European!settler!community.!The!racial!composition,!with!two!European!students!for!each!African!or!Asian!student,!may!not!have!reflected!the!demand!for!this!kind!of!education!in!the!respective!racial!groups.!Around!this!time,!the!Board!of!Governors!set!racial!quotas!for!admissions!to!retain!a!European!majority!of!students,!but!the!quotas!for!European!students!were!increasingly!difficult!to!fill!as!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Source: St. Andrew’s School Archives. The Phoenix: Annual magazine of St. Andrew's School 5, 
1981. I assigned specific job titles to the different employment categories. The racial classifications are 
not printed in the school magazine, but have been made from students’ names and pictures. Three 
students were racially indiscernible and have been omitted from this table. 
35 St. Andrew’s School Archives. Anthony Creery-Hill (1981) St. Andrew’s, Turi 1931-81 pp. 24-25 
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1980s!progressed.!The!policy!was!repealed!in!the!1990s,!after!the!senior!school!had!been!opened,!and!the!proportion!of!African!students!increased!quickly.!!With!the!senior!school,!St.!Andrew’s!took!students!to!the!age!of!16.!Of!the!17!students!who!took!the!IGCSE!in!1991,!the!first!year!it!was!offered!at!St.!Andrew’s,!eight!left!for!Britain!afterwards,!three!remained!in!Kenya!and!the!remaining!six!left!for!Canada,!Reunion,!Ethiopia,!Denmark,!Sri!Lanka!and!Austria.36!That!almost!half!of!the!students!left!for!Britain!is!continuous!with!the!privileged!colonial!geography!of!education!described!earlier!in!this!chapter!–!it!simply!represented!a!delay!of!a!few!years!that!many!earlier!spent!in!Nairobi!–!while!the!diversity!of!destinations!amongst!another!significant!portion!of!the!students!may!indicate!that!some!were!the!sons!and!daughters!of!expatriates!on!shorter!term!contracts!in!Kenya.!
Post-Election Violence and Fortification In!Turi,!many!of!the!departing!Europeans’!farms!were!bought!by!collectives!of!Africans,!given!new!names!and,!with!time,!split!into!smaller!individual!plots!that!were!distributed!amongst!the!shareholders.!Some!of!these!have!been!subdivided!since,!formally!or!informally,!and!have!had!more!houses!built!on!them!to!accommodate!new!generations!(see!Donovan,!2001!for!a!description!of!similar!processes!elsewhere).!Near!Turi!trading!centre,!most!of!the!houses!are!built!of!cement!or!wood!and!have!roofs!of!corrugated!steel.!Higher!up!and!further!from!the!tarmacked!road,!into!the!forest!areas,!a!larger!portion!of!houses!are!built!of!clay!and!have!straw!roofs.!These!areas,!amongst!many!others,!have!been!sites!of!the!violence!that!has!erupted!in!the!aftermath!of!the!multidparty!elections!in!1992,!1997!and!2007.!While!much!still!eludes!explanation,!analyses!have!traced!its!source!to!the!interplay!between!ethnicity!and!land!rights,!as!well!as!social!inequalities!(Anderson,!2002;!Kagwanja,!2003;!Anderson!and!Lochery,!2008;!Lonsdale,!2008;!Jenkins,!2012).!In!the!prevailing!logic!of!“ethnic!territoriality,”!Turi,!Molo!and!other!parts!of!Nakuru!county!are!contested!(Jenkins,!2012):!the!strong!Kikuyu!presence!in!Turi!and!Molo!over!the!last!century,!lingering!on!today,!dominates!politics!and!landownership,!while!Turi!and!Molo!are!closer!to!the!areas!that!were!inhabited!by!the!predecessors!of!the!Kalenjin!before!European!settlement.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




37 St. Andrew’s School Archives. Senior School. ‘Headmaster’s Report on Speech Day’. 1992 


























39 A notable exception is Shuga, a Kenyan production that follows a group of urban students and 




























40 I would like to point out two other garments that express senses of belonging without being 
“authentic.” The first is the abacost as it was designed by President Mobuto of Zaïre as part of ‘the 
recourse to authenticity’ – Mobuto’s policy of celebrating selected elements of the African past but 
rejecting tribalism to emphasize unity of his African nation (Adelman, 1975). In such terms, the 
abacost is African without being traditional. The second parallel is the point Howell (2003) makes 
about a new design of the Norwegian national costume that was launched in 2000 that could 
legitimately be worn by immigrants without claims to Norwegian roots. Again, a variation of folk 
costume facilitates participation in the nation without laying claims to traditions. 
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“Traditional” or “the New in Kenya”? Many!of!the!Kenyan!students!expressed!similar!sentiments!of!representing!something!new!in!Kenya.!They!did!this!through!critical!remarks!on!the!racist!and!“tribalist”!attitudes!of!their!parents!or!on!the!corruption!that!prevails!both!to!their!fellow!students!and!to!me.!The!sketch!on!‘The!Greatest!Invention!in!the!World’!that!I!mentioned!in!the!Introduction!was!such!an!instance;!as!were!the!introduction!of!the!reggae!band!and!the!Nigerian!boy’s!poems!on!International!Night.!!!I!appropriate!the!phrase!“the!new!in!Kenya”!from!the!previous!section!to!describe!what!I!interpret!as!a!general!sensation!amongst!students!of!representing!something!new!and!different.!When!the!students!articulated!the!visions!of!the!future!that!I!describe!in!this!section,!the!forms!and!contents!varied.!The!new!in!Kenya,!therefore,!must!be!understood!not!as!a!shared!vision,!but!rather!as!a!set!of!contested!ideas.!During!my!fieldwork,!one!of!these!contestations!became!explicit!one!afternoon!just!after!lunch.!I!was!sitting!alone!in!a!classroom!while!waiting!for!a!student!whom!I!had!arranged!to!interview.!Amongst!the!usual!sounds!from!the!outside,!I!heard!some!raised!voices!that!soon!enough!drew!closer!and!became!distinct.!It!was!a!small!group!of!boys!and!girls!from!the!college!who!had!gotten!into!an!argument!about!the!organization!of!domestic!work!in!families.!Earlier!that!day,!the!teachers!had!announced!that!the!girls!would!cook!and!serve!dinner!for!the!boys!that!weekend,!which!some!of!the!girls!disapproved!of!as!selfdstyled!“feminists.”41!One!of!the!girls!had!stated!that!she!would!“never!cook!for!a!man,”!which!the!boys!repented.!They!said!that!she!would!cook!for!the!boys!already!that!weekend,!and!asked!her!how!she!could!marry!without!cooking!for!her!future!husband.!The!girl!said!that!she!wanted!her!future!husband!and!herself!to!cook!on!alternate!days,!and!the!boys!laughed!and!contended!that,!on!the!one!hand,!this!arrangement!would!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 The boys later served dinner for the girls, but either that had not yet been announced or the 




Table 2: Parents’ line of work, 201242 ! Fathers( Mothers(! #! %! #! %!Business! 127! 44,4! 100! 35,0!Professional! 51! 17,8! 42! 14,7!Farmer! 3! 1,0! 2! 0,7!Academic! 14! 4,9! 18! 6,3!Civil!servant! 15! 5,2! 16! 5,6!Mission/aid! 35! 12,2! 20! 7,0!Engineer! 12! 4,2! 6! 2,1!Teacher! 7! 2,4! 16! 5,6!Secretary! d! d! 4! 1,4!Housewife! d! d! 39! 13,6!Blank! 22! 7,7! 23! 8,0!!Later!that!same!afternoon,!one!of!girls!whose!voice!I!had!recognized!in!the!argument!came!up!to!me!while!I!was!sitting!on!an!outdoor!bench!in!front!of!the!dining!hall.!I!could!tell!from!her!quick!stride!and!her!sigh!when!she!approached!me!that!she!was!frustrated.!I!asked!her!why,!and!she!replied:!“African!men!!They!think!they!are!so!modern,!but!actually!they’re!not.!They!are!very!traditional.”!Her!outburst!serves!as!a!reminder!that!sensations!of!the!new!in!Kenya!are!gendered:!as!future!educated!and!working!women,!the!girls!at!St.!Andrew’s!face!different!challenges!from!the!boys!as!future!working!men.!African!women!have!been!excluded!from!urban!professional!life!through!much!of!Kenya’s!history!–!expected!instead!to!care!for!children!and!shambas!in!“homes”!in!rural!reserves,!both!in!the!colonial!era!(Lonsdale,!2001;!White,!1990)!and!early!postdcolonial!era!(Stamp,!1986).!When!a!black!urban!middle!class!evolved,!women!were!often!housewives!and!did!not!participate!in!professional!life!(Cohen!and!Odhiambo,!1992).!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 Source: Cover sheets that are filled out by parents in the admission process and kept in the student 
files. I assigned the same categories as in Table 1. 
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This!continues!to!be!an!ideal!–!in!the!student!files!at!St.!Andrew’s,!13,6!percent!of!mothers!are!listed!as!housewives!and!another!eight!percent!are!not!listed!with!an!occupation!(Table!2).!While!many!students!told!me!about!parents!who!both!worked!long!hours!–!usually!in!business,!as!doctors,!lawyers,!accountants!or!in!other!professions!–!others!told!me!that!their!mothers!had!become!housewives!when!the!family!could!afford!it.!!Secondly,!the!argument!and!the!girl’s!outburst!afterwards!reflects!two!tropes!between!which!the!new!in!Kenya!is!defined:!the!“African”!and!the!“traditional.”!Being!part!of!the!new!in!Kenya!implies!abandoning!practices!such!as!tribalism!that!are!deemed!to!be!“traditional,”!while!retaining!certain!practices!that!are!deemed!to!be!“African.”!Throughout!my!fieldwork,!I!encountered!numerous!situations!and!remarks!in!which!the!latter!concern!was!made!explicit.!One!such!remark!was!made!when!a!boy!in!the!senior!school!had!called!the!Dining!Hall!a!“canteen.”!As!they!passed!me,!his!classmate!replied:!“It’s!called!a!dining!hall!in!Africa,!man.!Don’t!let!anybody!tell!you!otherwise.”!Similarly,!the!college!students’!argument!portrayed!above!concerns!how!a!specific!practice!–!men!not!cooking!–!fits!between!the!categories!“African”!and!“traditional.”!While!the!boys!defended!not!cooking!as!a!practice!of!a!specifically!African!masculinity,!the!girl!who!came!up!to!me!later!that!day!suggested!that!this!was!a!“traditional”!sentiment.!With!the!suggestion!from!the!argument!earlier!that!day!that!the!problems!of!organizing!domestic!work!in!a!“modern”!family!can!be!addressed!by!hiring!help,!a!cook!in!this!instance,!in!mind,!this!also!shows!that!the!new!in!Kenya!is!a!privileged!perspective.!The!ways!of!life!that!some!of!the!students!imagine!for!themselves!is!dependent!on!others!living!differently.!Taking!this!further,!I!analyse!another!instance!in!which!the!juxtaposition!of!“traditions,”!poverty!and!rural!life!is!evident!in!the!next!section.!!







43 Both black and white teachers did this, but my data does not allow for comparison along these lines. 
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parents!had!been!“Westernized”!or!were!“somewhere!between!being!Europeans!and!being!Africans.”!In!the!instance!cited!at!the!beginning!of!this!chapter,!when!the!three!girls!were!offended!by!what!they!perceived!as!an!instance!of!racism,!there!had!likely!been!a!slippage!from!the!white!teachers’!notion!of!tradition!as!the!essence!of!“cultural!differences”!to!the!notion!that!is!more!preeminent!amongst!students!of!traditions!as!hindrances!to!becoming!modern!subjects.!In!this!section!and!the!previous,!I!have!illustrated!how!students!understand!traditions!in!terms!of!the!practices!of!the!less!privileged,!predominantly!black!African!practices.44!In!the!next!section,!I!address!the!anthropological!significance!of!these!notions!to!situate!the!students!in!a!specific!geography!of!belonging.!
Concluding Remarks Some!of!the!first!anthropological!studies!of!social!change!and!urban!populations!in!Africa!were!conducted!on!the!Copperbelt!in!Northern!Rhodesia!(now!Zambia)!at!the!RhodesdLivingstone!Institute!in!the!1940s!and!1950s!(e.g.!J.!C.!Mitchell,!1956;!J.!C.!Mitchell!and!Epstein,!1959;!Epstein,!1981;!a!short!overview!in!Ferguson,!2002).!These!studies!emphasized!how!urban!Africans!in!Northern!Rhodesia!adapted!European!modes!of!behaviour!and!patterns!of!consumption!that!signified!prestige!amongst!urban!Africans:!! At!the!top!of!the!scale![of!African!prestige]!are!the!lower!professional!and!whitedcollar!workers!and!successful!traders,!who!are!meticulously!dressed,!have!European!furniture!in!their!houses,!speak!English!to!one!another,!read!the!local!newspapers!printed!for!the!European!public,!eat!European!type!foods,!prefer!Western!to!traditional!music,!choose!bottled!beer!in!preference!to!traditionally!brewed!beer.!At!the!bottom!of!the!scale!are!the!unskilled!labourers!of!all!types,!whose!standards!of!living!differ!but!little!from!that!of!rural!villagers,!who!have!no!furniture,!eat!traditional!foods,!know!no!English,!and!are!uneducated!(J.!C.!Mitchell,!1956,!p.!14).!!Simultaneously,!they!also!showed!how!social!forms!unlike!the!colonial!European!ones!prevailed!amongst!the!urban!Africans:!Clyde!J.!C.!Mitchell!(1956),!for!example,!showed!that!tribal!classifications!did!not!cease!to!exist!in!the!urban!domain,!but!acquired!new!functions!as!categories!of!interaction!rather!than!as!political!and!social!systems!and!A.L.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
44 I heard students refer to “English traditions” only once during my fieldwork. Two of the younger 
girls that I interviewed made use of the concept to suggest that certain practices enforced through the 
dress code at St. Andrew’s were foreign to them as Africans. They did not bring the concept into a 





45 Also other commentators have portrayed European settlers in Kenya as losing what they came for. 







46 Building Leaders is a programme comprising weekly seminars or lectures on practical skills such as 






Leaving the Inside The!students!meet!again!on!one!of!the!parking!lots!at!9:15,!after!an!early!breakfast!on!Saturday!morning.!They!are!taken!to!the!Bible!Club!in!a!purposedbuilt!Land!Cruiser!or!Hiace!minivan,!both!painted!bright!white!with!the!school!logo!on!both!sides.!In!the!vehicle,!the!teacher!sits!in!the!front!seat!and!the!students!in!the!back.!Before!departure,!the!teachers!turns!around!to!make!sure!that!everybody!wears!their!seatbelts.!!The!vehicle!leaves!the!school!through!the!main!gate,!and!turns!right!towards!Molo!at!the!end!of!the!access!road.!The!students!are!usually!quiet,!some!listening!to!music!on!their!iPods!or!reading!books!brought!from!school,!and!some!stare!blankly!through!the!windows.!The!first!part!of!the!drive!is!decidedly!rural!–!donkey!carts!and!livestock!mingling!on!the!road!with!the!occasional!tractor,!lorry,!matatu&or!old!sedan.!The!gently!rolling!hills!are!scattered!with!shambas,!unpainted!brick!houses,!a!sawmill!and!a!bottled!water!plant.!After!less!than!ten!minutes,!the!outskirts!of!Molo!become!visible!from!a!hilltop.!The!southdeastern!outskirts!of!town!are!densely!scattered!with!recent!brick!houses,!but!the!buildings!are!older!and!painted!nearer!the!town!centre.!On!Saturday!mornings,!this!part!of!town!is!bustling!with!activity!as!vendors!and!customers!flock!to!the!roadside!market!between!the!mitumba&(used!clothes!market)!and!the!railroad!station.!All!kinds!of!consumer!items!are!sold!along!the!road:!used!clothing,!pirated!DVDs!and!local!agricultural!produce.!The!road!is!tarmacked,!but!very!rough.!
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!Past!this,!on!a!road!that!was!being!retarmacked!for!the!better!part!of!my!fieldwork,!the!vehicle!turns!left!by!the!black!metal!gate!on!the!far!end!of!the!Molo!Street!Children’s!Project’s!brick!wall.!The!gate!is!of!the!kind!that!is!welded!in!workshops!along!the!roads!the!area.!It!is!inscribed!with!a!biblical!reference!to!Matt.!25:40:!“Truly!I!tell!you,!whatever!you!did!for!one!of!the!least!of!these!brothers!and!sisters!of!mine,!you!did!for!me.”!The!car!stops!for!a!while,!for!there!is!no!guard!at!the!gate!and!the!children!open!it!themselves!when!they!hear!the!vehicle.!When!the!gate!is!opened,!some!of!the!students!engage!with!the!children!from!inside!the!vehicle!–!waving!and!smiling!through!the!windows!–!while!others!are!still!concerned!with!their!music!or!books!when!the!vehicle!comes!to!a!halt!under!a!large!tree.!This!tree!is!at!the!centre!of!activity!at!the!project,!where!workers!are!busy!by!the!kitchen,!the!roofed!eating!terrace!and!the!temporary!classrooms!of!corrugated!iron.!!!When!the!car!has!come!to!a!stop,!the!students!take!some!time!to!leave!their!clothing,!books!and!electronics!in!the!vehicle!before!they!disembark.!Because!it!keeps!the!students!separate!from!the!outside!and!allows!them!to!carry!many!of!the!comforts!from!the!inside!of!the!school!compound,!the!vehicle!functions!as!an!enclosed!extension!of!the!inside!of!the!compound.!In!this!sense,!it!is!when!the!students!disembark!from!the!vehicle!at!the!project!site!and!meet!the!children!that!they!leave!the!inside!for!the!outside.!
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